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ABSTRACT
After training a statistical model, the next step is to put it into production in order to score new data. While
it might be tempting to manually write code to score data, this can lead to problems with precision,
complexity, and updating. SAS solutions offer a wide variety of methods to do this. This paper covers
several common techniques, including PROC SCORE, the CODE and STORE statements, and PROC
ASTORE. By learning these approaches, SAS can easily put complex models to work.

INTRODUCTION
SAS has always been a powerful tool used by analysts to create statistical models that help detect and
explain patterns that emerge within data. After training a series of models and reviewing the results, the
user then selects a champion model. This champion model is usually then deployed to score incoming
new data, offering predictions for future outcomes.
While analysts and programmers may be tempted to just write code based on the results to score new
data, there are several problems to this approach. The first problem comes with precision—rounding or
truncating numeric parameters that make up a model may lead to potential discrepancies in the scored
value. Another possible problem with coding the model comes from its complexity. Manually coding a
model may be easier for some types of models, such as regressions. This becomes much more difficult
when trying to incorporate models created through newer techniques, such as random forests, neural
networks, or gradient boosting. The final problem with this approach involves maintaining and updating
the code when a new model becomes champion.
The purpose of this paper is to review some of the alternative methods to scoring data. As with many
things in SAS, there are multiple ways of doing so. By knowing what options are available, an analyst can
select the best method suited to meet their organization’s need.

PROC SCORE
A traditional way of using a model to score new data involves saving the parameter table that is produced
during the training phase. An example of this technique involves using the CARS table from the
SASHELP library. A simple regression model is produced and the parameter estimates are stored in a
table called MODEL by using the outest option in the PROC REG statement. The code used to do this is
found below:

proc reg data=sashelp.cars outest=model;
PredMSRP: model msrp = horsepower mpg_city weight;
run;
The parameter estimate values that are found in this table (See Table 1) can be stored in a permanent
library for further use.
_MODEL_

_TYPE_

_DEPVAR_

_RMSE_

PredMSRP

PARMS

MSRP

10707.98151

Intercept
-26293.8752

Horsepower

MPG_City

256.0674687

454.7604638

Weight

MSRP

-1.49117

Table 1. Parameter Estimates for Predicting Car MSRP

The _MODEL_ and _TYPE_ variable refer to the name of the predicted variable created in the regression
procedure, as well as the type of information that is stored within it. This table also contains the name of
the dependent variable, as well as the estimated values for the intercept and independent variables. Now
that this table is available, it can be used to create predicted values for new data.
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In this example, a random sample of rows were taken from the CARS dataset to score. The SCORE
procedure is then used to apply the information stored in the MODEL table and create a predicted MSRP
for the sample data.

proc surveyselect data=sashelp.cars out=to_score(drop=numberhits) n=10
m=urs seed=12345;
run;
proc score data=to_score score=model type=parms predict out=new_pred;
var horsepower mpg_city weight;
run;
The table NEW_PRED now contains an additional column in it with the predicted MSRP (See Figure 1).

Figure 1. Screenshot of Scored Data

While this scoring method works, it is limited to modeling techniques that use coefficients to produce a
scored variable. Because of this, it might be necessary to use a different technique based on the type of
modeling produced.

THE CODE STATEMENT
A second method for deploying a model to score data involves using the CODE statement in the
modeling procedure. When used, SAS will automatically generate a program that can be referenced in a
data step to score data. This is very similar to the syntax that is created using a Score node in SAS
Enterprise Miner, or requesting score code from a model built using SAS Visual Analytics or SAS Visual
Statistics.
Building off the previous example, the syntax of the procedure does not change much:

%let _Path = C:\SAS Programs\MSRP_ScoreCode.sas;
proc reg data=sashelp.cars;
model msrp = horsepower mpg_city weight;
code file="&_Path";
run;
It is useful, but not necessary to use a macro variable to point to the location to save the generated
scoring code. In this example, the main difference is not having to produce a table containing parameters,
but instead adding the code statement. The file option tells the procedure where to score the SAS scoring
code. The code that is produced is as follows:
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*****************************************;
** SAS Scoring Code for PROC REG;
*****************************************;
label P_MSRP = 'Predicted: MSRP' ;
drop _LMR_BAD;
_LMR_BAD=0;
*** Check interval variables for missing values;
if nmiss(Horsepower,MPG_City,Weight) then do;
_LMR_BAD=1;
goto _SKIP_000;
end;
*** Compute Linear Predictors;
drop _LP0;
_LP0 = 0;
*** Effect:
_LP0 = _LP0
*** Effect:
_LP0 = _LP0
*** Effect:
_LP0 = _LP0

Horsepower;
+ (256.06746867158) * Horsepower;
MPG_City;
+ (454.760463827586) * MPG_City;
Weight;
+ (-1.49117700009139) * Weight;

*** Predicted values;
_LP0 = _LP0 +
-26293.8752444884;
_SKIP_000:
if _LMR_BAD=1 then do;
P_MSRP = .;
end;
else do;
P_MSRP = _LP0;
end;
The code that is created contains the formula for computing the MSRP prediction based off the
coefficients produced by the trained model. In order to apply this SAS program to score new data, all one
has to do is place it within a data step:

data new_pred;
set to_score;
%include "&_Path";
run;
In this example, the %INCLUDE statement was used alongside the macro variable that contains the value
for the score code file’s path. There is an advantage to using this technique over simply just cutting and
pasting the score syntax into the data step. In case the model is updated and the model has changed,
there is no need to change the code—it is already being evoked using the %INCLUDE statement.
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THE STORE STATEMENT
The final method to scoring data involves storing information about a model within a binary file. This file
contains the results of the modeling procedure that can then be applied to new data using PROC PLM.
Implementing this technique is simple as it only requires the addition of a STORE statement within the
modeling procedure:

proc reg data=sashelp.cars;
model msrp = horsepower mpg_city weight;
store work.MSRP_Model;
run;
When this syntax is run, the binary file will be saved to a SAS library. It might be useful to save this to a
permanent location, rather than a temporary one used in this example. When the model has been created
and stored, the PLM procedure can be used to apply the modeling results to new data:

proc plm restore=work.MSRP_Model;
score data=to_score out=new_pred;
run;
The RESTORE option in the PLM procedure points to the binary file that was produced in the previous
modeling procedure. The SCORE statement specifies the data set that needs to be scored, as well as the
name of the table that will contain the scored data.
It is interesting to note that the CODE statement can also be placed within the PLM procedure to
generate the SAS scoring code from the model:

proc plm restore=work.MSRP_Model;
code file="&_Path";
run;
PROC ASTORE
SAS Viya is a powerful analytic platform that makes use of SAS Cloud Analytic Services (CAS) in order to
provide data mining and machine learning procedures. This includes tasks involved in both supervised
and unsupervised learning (SAS Institute, Inc., 2018). Complex models are created and stored on the
CAS server by using the SAVESTATE statement. This is very similar to the STORE statement, in that is
produces a binary file that contains the modeling information after a model has been trained.
Using the SASHELP.CARS data, this technique can be demonstrated. The first step is to establish the
user’s CAS session and load the training data into a CAS library:

libname mycaslib cas caslib=casuser;
caslib _all_ assign;
data mycaslib.cars replace;
set sashelp.cars;
run;
Once this data is loaded, a data mining or machine learning procedure can be trained to create a model.
For this example, the FOREST procedure is used to build a model that once again predicts the MSRP of
a car:
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proc forest data=casuser.cars;
target MSRP / level=interval;
input EngineSize Cylinders Horsepower MPG_City MPG_Highway Weight
Wheelbase Length / level=interval;
input Make Type Origin DriveTrain / level=nominal;
autotune tuningparameters=(ntrees maxdepth inbagfraction
vars_to_try(init=12)) objective=ase fraction=0.3;
savestate rstore=casuser.MSRP_Forest_Model;
run;
The SAVESTATE statement is used to create the binary file that contains the modeling information in the
CASUSER library. This file can now be applied to score new data. The randomly selected rows from the
CARS data set are loaded on to the CAS server to be scored using the ASTORE procedure.

proc surveyselect data=sashelp.cars
out=casuser.to_score(drop=numberhits) n=10 m=urs seed=12345;
run;
proc astore;
score data=casuser.to_score out=casuser.new_pred
rstore=casuser.MSRP_Forest_Model;
quit;
The SCORE statement in the ASTORE procedure specifies the data that needs scoring, the scored table
that is produced, and the stored model that is being applied. The resulting table contains the predicted
MSRP values that can then be merged back to the data (See Figure 2).

Figure 2. Scored Results using PROC ASTORE

CONCLUSION
SAS offers a wide variety of analytical solutions that allows users to build robust models and make
predictions. After selecting a champion model, it is simple to deploy it to a production-level environment
and put it to use to score new data. There are a variety of techniques to use in order to score new,
incoming data. By implementing the techniques demonstrated in this paper, developers can easily put
their models to work.
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